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Objectives:

The British Human Power Club was formed to foster all aspects of human-powered vehicles - air,
land & water - for competitive, recreational and utility activities, to stimulate innovation in design and development in all
spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities. Wear de fox hat...
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BHPC on the Web:
http://www.bhpc.org.uk/

Issue 61 closes: 1st June 2000. Don’t be late, umkay!

Letters, articles, pictures, used notes, etc. are always welcome - please send to the Editor at the
address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file formats
readable by a PC (text in ASCII, WordPro/AmiPro or Word easiest to cope with), but if you
haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.

A Day At The Races
BHPC Race Events
April 16th
May 13th
June 4th
June 18th
July 1st
August 5th/6th
August 26th
August 27th
September 17th
October 8th

Eastway, London E15
Milton Keynes Bowl
Hayes, Middlesex
Castle Combe, near Chippenham, Wiltshire
Darley Moor, near Ashbourne, Derbyshire
Lancaster
Ingliston, Edinburgh (start 11:00 for races on the circuit)
Kirkliston, Edinburgh. Ten-mile TT starting at 08:00, followed by:
Meadowbank velodrome, from 11:00
Curborough, near Lichfield, Staffordshire
Eastway (AGM)

Notes:
1. The AGM meeting will again be a points event
2. The latest on the Castle Combe event, according to young gNick, is:
“Paul Davies suggested a variable situation dependant on the weather. I would suggest
following the torrent of feedback so far regarding the long race that it is for a time rather
than a distance since it will be a more viable option for lesser and unfaired mortals. At the
moment my idea is for 2 hours reducing to 1 hour (or possibly less) given weather conditions similar to last year (despite being decidedly earlier in the year). Remember we have
to score this event as well as ride it. I would also suggest running a “crit” “fun” race around
the access roads to encourage some of those who can’t stomach a 2 mile lap event to
come along.“
3. The British champs will again be at Edinburgh as they were in ‘99 with points being allocated for the
park race, the time trial AND for the velodrome.
4. gNick also says: “In order to get hold of me my current address is: Church House Barn, Llanllwchaiarn,
Newtown, Powys, SY16 3BH, Phone 01686 624259. Bear in mind that this is a temporary address
that we will probably be in until April at least. If you have difficulty contact Messrs. Larrington or
Donaldson who will know how to find me.”
5. In an effort to get things a little more organised, I am assured that everywhere bar Edinburgh, the
first race will get underway at 11:00 sharp, so ensure you’ve set your alarm clocks…

Specially-Selected Other People’s Events
April 23rd
May 6th-7th
May 13th/14th
May 26th-28th

May 28th
June 1st-4th

Handcycle racing, Curborough
Belgian Handcycle Open - see http://www.maasmarathon.com
French Championships, Roubaix.
Eric Vittecoq: vittecoq@ec-lille.fr
6th Berlin HPV Festival.
Joachim Murken: fest2000@hpv.org
http://www.in-berlin.de/User/jojo/HPV/
Handcycle racing, Stoke Mandeville, Bucks
HPV Water Event, Saint Raphael, France
Emmanuel Delannoy
e-mail: emmanuel@bikeeden.com

!

June 3rd-4th

June 14th-18th

July 11th-16th
July 16th

July 30th
August 5th-6th

September 10th
December 1st-3rd

CycleVision, Lelystad, The Netherlands.
http://www.ligfiets.net/evenementen/evenement.cfm?ID1=85
See also: http://bike2000.uselab.com/
Sea, Sun & Cycles, Cap Ferret (south-west of Bordeaux), France
http://www.velofutura.com/ now makes no mention of it, but it might still
be happening…
World HPV Championships, Gent, Belgium
http://home2.freegates.be/hpvbelgium/engels/engels.htm
Brighton Bike Event - no details available at present Please contact Jonathan Woolrich (see below) for further
infomation
Handcycle racing, Sefton Park, Liverpool
24 Hours World Cycle Race, Schötz, Switzerland
go-in@mail.tic.ch
http://www.go-in.ch/Sectors/Bike/biker_zone.html
Rotterdam Wheels Marathon - Handcycle racing
HPRA/HPVA North American Championships,
Disneyworld, Orlando, Florida. Contact: Garrie Hill, 220 Vill-Edge
Drive, Granville, Ohio 43023, USA. http://www.recumbents.com/hpra/

Notes:
1. If enough people with “regular” HPV’s turn up at the Curborough handcycle event, there may well be
a non-Championship race. For further details of any of the handcycle events, please contact Jonathan
Woolrich - phone: 01784 436796 or e-mail: protobikes@compuserve.com
2. The event in Belgium this summer will be the World Championships. The HPVA – the North American club – have just confirmed the venue for their big event of the year, but not quite in time for it to
be the World Championships.
3. If anyone not net-enabled would like any further details of any of the above events, please give the
Editor a shout.

A Night At The Opera
Unrace Events...
April 9th

May 6th-8th

May 27th-30th

HPV ride to Brandy Wharf, Lincolnshire. Choice of 20
or 40-mile routes.
20 mile route: meet 10:45 in Brigg Market Square
for 11:00 start
40 mile route: meet at Hillcrest, Dragonby for 10:00 start
Routes meet for lunch at the Cider Centre, Brandy Wharf
Contact: Eric Cyclone Coles, Hillcrest, Dragonby,
Scunthorpe, Lincs, DN15 0BE, Tel: 01724 858505
Bikefix Recumbent Weekend, Castle Acre, Norfolk.
Contact: Bikefix on 0207 405 1218
or e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk
The Encycleopedia Show (Britain’s First National Cycle Try-out Event),
Knavesmire Exhibition Centre, York Racecourse.
Contact: Jim McGurn or Melanie Hopewell
Open Road Ltd. The Danesmead Wing, 33 Fulford Cross, York,
YO10 4PB
Tel: 01904 654654 Fax: 01904 654684.
e-mail: Melanie@bcqedit.demon.co.uk
http://www.tryoutshow.co.uk
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May 25th-30th

June 10th-25th
June 18th

June 23rd-25th
June 25th
July 8th-15th
July 28th-31st

KM160, Dumfries, Scotland. All manner of cycling events celebrating
the 160th anniversary of the Bicycle.
Contact: Peter Hawkins, 10 Woodhall Terrace, Edinburgh, EH14 5BR.
Tel: 0131 453 3366
Isle of Wight Cycling Festival
Jim & Doris Lugsden are organising a small event to celebrate SunDay –
a national event promoted by the U.K. section of the International Solar
Energy Society. Says Jim: “We would like to invite all members of other
organisations to which we belong to our home for the event from 1.30 p.m.
onwards. Our photovoltaic power station together with our home-built
electric moped and our home built solar domestic hot water system will be
on display. We also hope to have a solar food dryer ready for display.
We will also have tea and scones for visitors! Please contact:
Jim Lugsden, 21 Overhill Way, Beckenham, Kent BR3 6SN
Tel: 0208 650 7758
e-mail: bailug@tesco.net
CTC York Rally
Glasgow Cyclefest
Open Road week, Nottuln, near Münster, Germany
Spokesfest, Leicester. See centre pages for further details. Roger Lovell
tells me that in addition to the other events, they are on the verge of
getting Ron Moulton of the Royal Aeronautical Society to give a talk on
Human-Powered Aircraft. Roger also says: “Many thanks to those
people who have registered for Spokesfest. The event is being organised
by two volunteers in their spare time, and it would be helpful if people
could register early to help us spread the workload. It will also help our
planning and pre-event publicity if we know the diversity of people and
machines that are coming. Ta.
Would you like to display some of your art work FREE OF CHARGE! We
have ten days exhibition space in the Shires shopping centre and this is
where Natacha Raous will be displaying her TdeF work. We will have
display boards available. The centre gets around 170,000 visitors a week.

August 2nd-8th

August 5th-12th
August 12th-13th

September 22nd

Now, where can I get me a helicopter from?”
CycleFest 2000, Lancaster.
Contact: John Bradshaw, Tel/Fax: 01524 384474 (day), or
01524 66658 (eve)
e-mail: j.bradshaw@ucsm.ac.uk
http://www.whooper.demon.co.uk/cyclefest/
Open Road week, Escrick, near York
Human Powered Weekend 2000, based on Aalborg, Denmark
Contact: Thorkild Nielsen, Langbrokrovej 18, DK-9310 Vodskov
Tel: (+45) 9829 3262
e-mail: thorkild@mobilixnet.dk
European Car-Free Day – see letter from Richard Evans elsewhere in this
issue.

Ron Beams writes, with regret, that he has to cancel (or hopefully postpone) the proposed day
ride based on Cobham, Surrey, in late April or early May as he has a fitness problem which
means he cannot at the moment guarantee to be mobile. Hope the situation improves quickly,
Ron.
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The Editor Goes Wild In The Country
Virtual Edge Update
The latest news on Matt Weaver’s attempt to wrest the Dempsey-MacCready Prize:
The Virtual Edge finally had its first day to actually run on a speedway on Friday, January 7, 2000 in Las
Vegas, Nevada. We ran as soon as we received clearance around 9:00 a.m. Having never run the
bicycle at high speeds for lack of a safe testing location, I eased the bicycle up to 55.7 MPH, but then
decided to not continue accelerating. Unfortunately, a known problem with frame/fork alignment proved
to be a greater problem than I cared for. Had it been aligned well, it should have tracked very nicely.
Instead, the bicycle seemed to “hunt” for one of two tracking curves - a sort of periodic abrupt “flop” and
shift in direction would occur - somewhat unpleasant to deal with. I worked with it for a time, gradually
accelerating to see if I would be comfortable riding with the condition, but decided it was a “ticking time
bomb” - that I might crash at some point if running for an entire hour. At least, we now know the bike
wants to go very fast and obtained some strange video footage of a bike with no windshield zipping by at
nearly 56-MPH!
Results - Friday, January 7, 2000 Wind - not formally measured, but Nellis AFB data at 10-meters indicates sub-3MPH avg.
Air Temp - sub 40 degrees F (< 5 degrees Celsius)
I covered 10 or so laps, the fastest with average “inside line” speeds of:
5 laps (7.5 MI, 12.07 KM) at 52.33-MPH (84.22 KPH), 515.94 sec (8:35.94)
3 laps (4.5 MI, 7.24 KM) at 53.06-MPH (85.39 KPH), 305.34 sec (5:05.34)
1 lap (1.5 MI, 2.41 KM) at 53.22-MPH (85.65 KPH), 101.46 sec (1:41.46)
Actual bike speed was approximately 1-MPH (1.6KPH) faster due to the generous distance I choose to
keep from the inside line through the turns. It was fascinating, yet of little surprise, riding steadily with
very modest effort at those speeds! A little like my first ride in the Cutting Edge. Have others ever gone
those distances at those speeds on a closed course? I don’t know of any. The bike wants to go fast!!!
My cadence was around 70-RPM, quite slow (normally I’d be at 90+), as I had shifted into a higher gear
planning to ride into the 60-MPH range before deciding not to and I didn’t shift back down. Even so, I
actually never even broke a sweat during the entire 15 miles or so of riding! All other systems worked
very well - landing gear, ventilation, video, drivetrain, air seals, body-closure, no “rubbing,” etc...! I did
goof coming into pit row - slowing down too much and flopped over! A trademark of mine - first done in
the Cutting Edge at Hellyer Park Velodrome just prior to Portland.
SUPPORT
Special thanks to the Las Vegas Motor Speedway, the Driving 101 driving school, and to many IHPVA
members, especially those who arrived on short notice in Las Vegas to assist and officiate:
* Paul Gracey, who obtained some brief, but exciting digital video footage of the Virtual Edge zipping
along the main straight over the finish line of the Las Vegas Motor Speedway;
* Cornel Ormsby and his friend Paul; and
* John Curtis; and of course
* my father! Dr. John Weaver
SOME DETAILS ON THE ALIGNMENT PROBLEM
The alignment problem arose from the inaccurate workmanship of hired fab hand on the frame/fork, and
is part of the reason the bike was put away in 1995. Normally I would do such work myself and now it
looks like that will be the case after all. As is, the front wheel is nearly 0.25" laterally offset and out of
plane with the steering axis - quite absurd, I know, and unrepairable short of rebuilding the fork due to
tight clearances with the wheel covers and cogset. The frame was built around the fork on a jig that was
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untrue as well - yielding a substantially “double-track” bicycle with the rear wheel plane not even passing
through the steering axis. Not fitting for such a carefully designed and otherwise very well-built bike.
Carbon fibre frames cannot be “bent” into alignment, and the mounts are of a positive-locating, oneposition design.
I discovered the alignment error visually, and confirmed it with measurement and anomalies in the riding
behaviour over about 20-MPH. I “gambled” that I might be able to mentally “override” the riding behaviour due to the alignment flaw. With practice, I typically adapt well to such things. But I lost my first and
only gamble in Las Vegas.
Progressively all the flawed work by the same craftsman has been replaced, starting with the crankset where one side promptly broke off on my first ride. I successfully repaired the faulty braze work - which
held well as designed - only to see the other crankarm begin to fail with a similar faulty braze. I tossed the
unpleasant reminder (an otherwise very nice tubular crankset), as it was easier to build a new crankset
from scratch (prior to the Dec 19 date). Now the entire Fork/Frame must be redone. The frame will be
effectively “chopped” into pieces and reassembled true. Due to the many attached parts and tightclearance frame-body mounts and so forth it is a non-trivial repair.
I have some work to catch up on, but I will be attending to these repairs as soon as able and run the
Virtual Edge in the near future!
-Matt Weaver

Membership
Our new Membership Secretary “Recumbent Dennis” Turner has been hard at work tracking down members who have for one reason or another not renewed recently, and as of this morning I am able to report
that “Membership now stands at 289 - hurrah, including 5 lapsed members who have re-joined following
receipt of the renewal letter”. I am also able to report that I personally have recruited a new member, or
rather exchanged a certain period of membership for a new pair of forks! By the time this issue hits the
streets, it will be renewal time, so please get your subscriptions to Dennis, at the address inside the front
cover, as soon as possible. It’s still £10 for UK members and £16 for overseas.
On a related note, Dennis has pointed out that numerous outfits who are advertised in the "Suppliers &
Wants" section of the mag are not actually club members. This is clearly a bit off, so as from Issue 61, the
Politburo think we should start charging non-members to advertise therein. Information compiled by
Dennis in February suggests that the following advertisers in Issue 59 do not have any kind of membership about their person or organisation.
Bicycling Books
Comfort Cycles
<Custom=Folder>
Greenspeed
Highpath
Hockerton Housing Project
Kinetics
Micwic
Norfolk Recumbents
Orbit Cycles
Advanced Vehicle Design
St John Street Cycles
Robert Turner
Valley Cycles
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If any of the above *are* actually members, please contact Dennis (not me). Otherwise, if you want to
continue advertising, we'll stick our collective hand in your pocket to the tune of £5 per issue, or £15 per
year (so it's cheaper to join the club...) Also otherwise, if you're not a member, whose shoulder are you
reading this over? Buy your own copy, you tight git! Losing some of the adverts will also permit a happier,
healthier, more feature-packed magazine - I already had to reduce the size of the type face to squash it
all in!

E-Biz
Because I am an idiot, I totally failed to point out in the last issue that Geoff Bird’s computer-generated
faired Velodynamics can, along with all manner of other good stuff, now be viewed on the Web at:
http://www.salmon7.fsnet.co.uk/ This also permits me to mention, with due modesty, my own efforts in
this direction, at http://www.crosswinds.net/~legslarry/ Anyone else out there got a web site they’d like to
be better known, let me know and I’ll put a list in the next issue.

Logo-U-Like
It has been sort-of decided by the Politburo (see, we don’t just sit around all day waiting to claim our
hugely-inflated salaries), that the current BHPC logo is a bit sad and bogus, and that we should have a
new one. This is where you, Constant Reader, come in. We shall hold a Logo Design Competition, the
prize for winning which shall be a year’s free membership, BHPC Immortality and (according to Mr Green)
the design carven in Lard... Please send entries to Clan Donaldson by September 1st. Winner to be
announced at the AGM.

2001 - A Bike Oddity
You may recall, from 1995, the Lelystad Proposal. Not, as it might appear, a Robert Ludlum novel, but
rather the proposal that the World HPV Championships alternate between Europe and North America.
Things were going swimmingly, with The Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland hosting the Worlds on
this side of the pond, but early in the New Year, Jürg Hölzle pointed out a fundamental flaw with this
system, namely that with six European clubs taking turns to host the major event, the same three would
always get the World Championships unless another country joined in or the order was changed. At this
point, note, it was still thought that the 2000 Worlds would be in North America. So after a certain amount
of discussion amongst ourselves and with the NVHPV, we have formally tabled a proposal to the IHPVA
that the BHPC host the 2001 World Championships. No-one has objected, and Jonathan Woolrich has
done some sterling work in checking out potential venues, with the gross and net result that:
“It is our hon. and priv. to run the IHPSC in 2001. We are in negotiations with Brighton as a possible
venue (OK, I am). We will need help from everyone so those few who usually do these things don't go
completely loopy in the process (did I hear you asking how anybody would tell?).”
Assorted BHPC Worthies are planning to go to Brighton to check out venues the day before Eastway, so
hopefully there’ll be some good news available then.

Final Sort Of Unhappy Bit
While the setting of records on rollers may not have much to do with Human-Powered Vehicles (since a
perquisite of a vehicle, in my humble opinion, is that it actually goes places), it is still sad to have to report
the recent death of Bruce “Ultimate Bike” Bursford, who was struck and killed by a truck while out on a
training ride near his home in Norfolk in February.

&

It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!
Ty Salem, Betws Garmon, Gwynedd, North Wales, LL54 7YR
01286 650397
Hi,
Well we haven’t met before, I’ve been a member for a couple of years but of the floaty variety! I’ve just
had a long chat to Steve Donaldson about “SpokesFest” in Leicester this summer. The organisers,
including Simon Thomas, are really working extremely hard to make this international event a success.
As well as a central park venue they have the use of a city centre events arena for a week. I considered
this location to be a good place for the many diverse members to be released from their cells and meet up
and bond!
Maybe a race event could be organised or perhaps more of a display ride demonstrating the abnormal
activities of our membership! This might help to consolidate the club and promote more invention and
growth, otherwise the BHPC will just be a road/race cycling club!
The legendary submariner Scott Bonner and myself hope to be there and possibly a Meridian TV crew.
All the best
Lewis Esposito
Lewis also supplied the item about “Newt”, a human-powered camping boat cruiser (overleaf)
2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wiltshire, SN14 6LU
01249 782554
Feb 20 ’00
Toward the end of the last century I was waffling on about HPV sailing, crosswinds, rider cooling, etc. etc.
Well, I’ve been using Castle Combe for the last few Sundays, and today I fitted an electronic thermometer
inside the shell with a remote sensor outside in the airflow so I could compare outside and inside temperatures whilst on the move - in the hope that it might help relieve the boredom of bashing round for two
hours. Riding at 30 mph the outside sensor registered 6.6º C and the inside one 10º C. They varied
slightly, by up to 0.5º C, due I imagine to the varying sunshine on a bright, slightly hazy, very pleasant day.
Both inlet ducts were closed - it was too cold to have them open. I expected a greater difference between
the two temperatures. I’ll try the same test again when it’s hot, with the vents open, to see if the difference
is similar. Leaving the bike parked for a while raised the inside temperature to around 12º C and outside
to 8º C (there is no guarantee that the thermometer is accurate, of course).
The draft inside the shell caused by the wheels is more noticeable in cold weather, particularly the rear.
When we put wool tufts round the rear wheel opening of the trike a few years ago some of them were
drawn inside, so it seems that the rotation of a wheel causes a substantial quantity of air to be drawn into
the shell… and then what happens to it?
Another thing I keep noticing with my little yaw indicator is how little time is actually spent riding straight
into the wind. In effect a shell is always travelling slightly sideways.
But one thing about Castle Combe in the winter is how much more constant the wind is compared with a
gusty unpredictable summer one. Obvious really…
Paul Davies
With regard to Paul’s observation about the effect of wheels, Matt Weaver has also noticed this. Hence
the wheels in the Virtual Edge are effectively sealed, and interior ventilation is achieved via a turbine
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driven off the rear wheel. Air is sucked in from a dead area towards the rear of the vehicle, blown over the
rider and exhausts through the very back. Alan Thwaits’ web site, at http://www.praxcomm.com/weav.htm,
has much more detail on this machine.
European Car Free Day comes to Britain! 22nd September 2000
I was delighted to read in issue 59, page 34/5, of Paul London’s ride to a car free Calais on 22 September
last year. We at the Environmental Transport Association have also been inspired by the French Car
Free Day <<In Town Without My Car!>> which saw streets shut to cars and lorries in 160 town and city
centres across France and Italy last September.
This year we have decided to join the Europeans, and since the British government has no plans to run
the campaign (it is a government campaign in France and Italy) the ETA has taken on this role.



ETA has co-ordinated National Car Free Day since 1997, urging drivers to leave their cars at home for
the day. But of course roads have remained open for those not wanting to join in the spirit of the day. Like
Jeremy Clarkson who said last year that he would use the opportunity to blast up and down the motorways all day long and benefit from the less congested road conditions that he was expecting...
This year things will be different! JC Superstar will still be free to blast up and down the motorways if that
is what brings him pleasure - but he may find his way barred into some town and city centres, where
many streets will be closed to motor traffic, and car free areas declared for street parties and similar more
people-friendly uses than their traditional role of maximising throughput of noisy smelly traffic.
Judging from the French experience this is likely to be popular:
•
92% of people were aware of the day of action.
•
83% thought it was a good idea.
•
52% thought it was an effective way of highlighting the car’s impact in town.
•
88% admitted they were concerned about environmental damage by cars.
•
21% left the car at home.
•
83% said they would like to see the operation repeated; 44% said it should be repeated weekly.
•
In Chambery for example there were 52% more pedestrians, and 939% more cyclists.
•
Even in Lille, where it was raining, there were 142% more pedestrians and 382% more cyclists.
•
Carbon monoxide levels fell by 30% in central Paris, and 39% in Montreuil. Other emissions were
down by similar levels.
BHPC members support needed! By now, if you have got this far, dear reader, you are wondering no
doubt what all this has got to do with you. Well, we want your support. It will take you ten minutes.
All British highway authorities are invited to join the European Car-Free Day on 22nd September 2000.
Getting involved is simple, and YOU can help your poor overworked local authority officers by taking the
first step in the following three-stage process:
1.

2.
3.

Write to richard@eta.co.uk or phone 0208 946 0912, asking for a copy of the European Car Free
Day design specification guidelines. Pass them onto the person at your local authority who is most
likely to take steps 2 and 3.
Local authority plans the town or city’s day of action in accordance with the guidelines.
Local authority registers plans with ETA in order to become an official partner in the campaign, and
to receive the European pack of materials available to towns and cities across Europe.

Thanks for your help
Richard Evans
More information on the web at http://www.eta.co.uk
Just a quick note to let you see my current project. It’s a KC under all that corriboard and gaffer tape and
it took me about two week-ends to get this far (nothing done for the last three months, I’m afraid) The front
end is shorter than the standard nose cone and is mounted on a new bracket made for the job. The whole
thing is held down with white plastic number plate screws. All the panels of the fairing are held together
with those same screws, the tape is just there for effect. I can enter and exit the beast without assistance
but one of these times I’m going to land on the deck! It’s not been road tested yet.
You may also be interested to note that I have fitted a 406 wheel up front in the standard forks and, yes,
that is a mudguard you can see and, no, there isn’t much clearance! I’ve also fitted a 559 wheel in the
rear-end and can report that while the handling remains as good as ever (improved?), the ride quality is
so much better than it was before. The front brakes reach without any modification but the rear needs to
be spaced for the larger diameter rim. So, I now have standard front and rear KC wheels, complete with
a pair of new tyres (and the part worn ones too) surplus to requirements. I also have four big fat comfy 37-



390 Michelins to fit the
front if you happen to
know anyone who is interested in a “stouter”
tyre. [Let me know if
you’re interested - Ed.]
A change of subject. I
seem to recall that the
report on the Norwegian,
er, British Championships in Edinburgh described the Ingliston circuit as being unsuitable
for FF machines. May I
just say that I really enjoyed racing on such a
demanding course, and
the fact that the average
speed of the FF race was
higher than the UF race
shows that the circuit
wasn’t that slow. Look at
my average speed at
Ingliston and on the 10 mile TT and you will see that the difference is not-a-lot, that’s because I don’t have
the legs to go any faster. If, on the other hand I had the legs to do more than 30 mph on the open road,
I know that I would have been faster (maybe 26-27 mph) at Ingliston, but speed isn’t necessarily the
point. I love competing on such technically demanding circuits as at Ingliston (my first BHPC race in
Sainsburys’ car park, Lancaster always comes to mind), where any spectators can see all the action, at
least get an impression of speed and where there is actually some skill involved. So racing and spectacle
is where it’s at, and if we happen to be going fast at the time that’s just a bonus. Isn’t it?
See you soon,
Nigel Brown

Racing News. And Stuff...
In order to make life easier for those racing, organising or having just been co-opted into assisting at
events, the nice Donaldsons have prepared a couple of articles to explain some of the hows, whys and
wherefores of the business...

BHPC Does it Trackside
With 10 – 12 events each year, there’s a lot going on in the background to make things happen. This year
the Club has produced an Event Pack with all the necessary sign on sheets, scoring sheets etc and a
“How To Guide” for anyone who volunteers or is volunteered to run the events. A brief summary of what
goes on on the day follows . . . as you can see it is not just a one man band.
Before the event, gNick Green (Competition Secretary) and various others have attempted to set out an
interesting and varied calendar.
However, on the day gNick and his various helpers usually like to do a spot of racing and a little less
organisating.
So, What’s Involved? Opportunities for assistance at each *
1. First things first:- Registration
* How many folk? Just one to collect money and signatures.
This lets us know who is playing, what they are riding and what their number is on the day (it is
easier for Dave Larrington and the Lap Scorers if you keep the same number throughout the year).



2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Registration means you have signed the disclaimer and have paid the event fee. It also means that
you are covered under the Club’s Event Liability Insurance.
Because the likes of Steve and Sherri, Dave Larrington, gNick Green, Fiona Grove and other
worthies usually race and are often left to organise everything as well, they can be short of patience
if surrounded by keen but unhelpful competitors (especially after driving 500 miles to attend
aforementioned events).
Getting Ready to Start
* How many folk? Just one – preferably with a large voice!
(We should have a white board sometime this season onto which we will post start times and
results.)
Formula One has pretty girls parading through the pit lane with a countdown board (and not much
else), showing how many minutes until start time. We don’t.
We DO like to have everyone in the race on the start line when asked.
Start Line
* How many folk? One timer per competitor
Your chance to help out (if you haven’t already been roped in to sweep the track, marshal or sort
out the Club’s hi-tech trackside timing equipment).
On most tracks we split the field into two groups:- faired (=fast) and unfaired (=not as fast). If you
want to race, we usually ask that you take a turn at timing.
It is easier when you roll up to the Start Line on your high speed chariot if you already have
inveigled someone to time for you (for your own sake it helps if you can trust them!).
* Once everyone is lined up and the Starter (another volunteer please) has checked that everyone
racing has a timer – that the timers know how the stopwatches work (see 2nd article) – and how long
the race is, they clear the track, give a countdown and wave something to start (flag, sock etc).
During the Race
The timers try to concentrate on the progress of their own rider. Undistracted by conversations,
exciting manoeuvres by other riders and the aforementioned Formula One Girls. PS Remember
to click the lap button each time your rider completes a lap.
* One skilled unfortunate usually manually scores the entire race as a separate check against
failure or mental breakdown of the stopwatch or timer.
End of the Race
Manic sprint finish, exciting lone break. Whatever the outcome, everyone’s result matters. When
the bell for the last laps rings, pay close attention to your own rider.
Chequered Flag
* How many folk? Usually the starter
Everyone’s time across the line is recorded and also the finish order. This together with the
stopwatch data – laps, time etc, gives us the results.
After the Race
Take the stopwatch back to the Starter who will then record individual details. If your rider wants
to see their own personal performance (lap times etc) let the Starter know so when they check
the watch they don’t clear it.
Then, give your stopwatch to your rider, who will then return the timing favour (if you are racing –
but you don’t need to race to be a timer).
2nd Race – same procedure as the first.
Results
* How many folk? One or Two (not easily harassed and can do without lunch!)
With sometimes umpteen pages of numbers, names and times it is a difficult task to produce
instant and reliable results. A fairly numerate and helpful assistant is always welcome to check
and collate results.
Hopefully Kevin’s new lap top timing system will speed this process up, however, we will always
need manual records.
Steve D has been known to become shirty at missing his lunch whilst working out results and
handicaps for the 2nd round of races. Is it a surprise that his comments can be less than diplomatic
if interrupted in mid flow by someone wanting “just my results”. His usual response is “if you are
keen to find out, why weren’t you keen to help”.
PS the Club does not have any official “blazers” – our equivalent “old guard” have either done
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their time or are still racing! We instead rely on the participative work of most of our competitors
(ie you). This is a sight more friendly – we don’t bite, we love to get assistance and despite
previous rumours, Sherri doesn’t really like yelling at people!
9. End of the Day
The same people that carried the lap board, stopwatches, first aid kit, clock etc also want to get
packed up and off home just as quickly as everyone else.
* Please don’t just say “Thankyou and Goodbye” – but offer a hand.
* To those that have helped – many thanks – we couldn’t do it without you. To the rest, give it a go.

Stopwatches
As you circle Milton Keynes Bowl or toil up Eastway’s “Short Sharp Shock” for the umpteenth time, did
you know that your friend at the trackside with the stopwatch is gathering more information on your
performance than just the number of laps and your finish time?
The Starter uses the finish order, number of laps and finish time to work out the race finish order.
The Club’s stopwatches can provide you with a lot more information than just that.
They record:
•
Number of Laps
•
Individual Lap Times
•
The Last 60 lap times (until reset)
This allows you to analyse your race performance lap by lap (if you wish). It also allows the Starter to
check for extra laps or missed laps – it is unlikely that even Slash can do Eastway in 4½ seconds.
Catch your timer after they have given the Starter your laps, finish time and race number and go through
the race with them. Use what you learn to your advantage in the next race. Why was lap 5 so slow? After
20 minutes did your time drag out – better training required, or just needing to fix the tailbox so that it
doesn’t drag on the back tyre when the mounting breaks.
All this is lots more than you get at a normal bike race AND it means you have to speak to folk!
Your Club Secretary referees normal bike races and can tell you the only events where fully detailed
results for ALL riders are always returned are time trials. On Crits and short circuits it is very often the
case that lapped riders are pulled out and only the riders “in the points” are given results and placings.
The BHPC tries to score everyone!
Velodromes are a particular challenge for timing which is why we often only do 20 minute races – the
stopwatches run out of laps, the timers get dizzy and manual lap scoring becomes a nightmare.
Long circuits like Castle Combe are difficult for a different reason – the timers forget to press the buttons
when their rider passes because they take a while to come around again – ah well!
Hopefully Kevin’s laptop scoring will add to (and speed up) our current system so that more information
is available more quickly. We will still need help at the trackside for timers though. For your own sake a
good timer at the track side, stopwatch in hand, shouting times, placing, gap to the next rider… is a big
help during the race. Cultivate a useful partner – you can always return the favour when they take their
turn to race.
Steve Donaldson.
In marked contrast to previous years, the BHPC racing season is already underway, with a fairly wellattended meeting at the Manchester Velodrome on March 5th. Sorry we couldn’t make it, but we had
Visitors. Race report by Iain James, photos by Nigel Sleigh
Fear And Plummeting In The Velodrome
Sunday March 5th, and a landmark, this being my first HPV race in a year following a nasty illness in
1999. Life and body weight has returned and me and Ian Willett fancied a day out in Manchester,
especially as it was now a points race.
We planned to go by train with visions of endless cups of tea, buns, close inspection of the inside of
eyelids only being disturbed by the polite awakenings of Virgin rail staff announcing our arrival at the rain
city. But the idiosyncrasy of Sunday rail transport meant that we could not arrive at Piccadilly station
before 12.30. With racing starting at 1pm, the chances of arriving at the track in time were pretty remote.
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Manchester
Position Number
1
36
2
44
3
76
4
0
5
14
6
2
6
69
8
121
9
135
10
73
11
54
12
78
13
25
14
22
15
84
16
33
17
40
18
98
19
83
20
67
21
63
22
87
23
21
24
52

1 km s/s TT
Name
Vehicle
Ian Chattington
Gromit’s Sidecar
gNick Green
A Wooden Fish On Wheels
Nigel Leaper
Trilow Faired
Chris Cox
Faired Windcheetah
Pete Cox
Lune II
Bob Knight
Speedy
Sam Knight
UCI Bike
Nigel Sleigh
Leaper NotSo
Paul Davies
Faired Bike
Tim Elsdale
Prone
Dave Richards
Kestrel
Neil Jones
Low Black Bike
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
Paul London
Falcon
Clive Sleath
3 Seasons
Mike Weaver
Mikew 2
Iain James
Project X
Ian Willett
Ironing Board
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
Jill Jones
QE3:The Return
Marcus Hunt
Hurricane
Mark Hunter
UMIST I
Nigel Sleigh
Wobbly Goblin
Robin Hayes
Mean’n’Green

Class Min Sec
F
1 16
F
1 16
F
1 19
F
1 20
U
1 22
U/M 1 23
U
1 23
F
1 26
F
1 26
U
1 27
U
1 27
U
1 29
F
1 31
F
1 31
F
1 31
U
1 34
U
1 37
U
1 37
U/L
1 39
U/L
1 40
U
1 57
U/M 1 59
U/M 2 04
U
2 12

Left: A beaming Jill Jones
Right: A pensive Mike Weaver

#

Km/h
47.7
47.2
45.6
45.0
43.9
43.4
43.4
41.9
41.9
41.5
41.4
40.5
39.5
39.5
39.4
38.4
37.2
37.1
36.4
36.0
30.8
30.4
29.1
27.3

MPH
29.6
29.4
28.4
28.0
27.3
27.0
27.0
26.0
26.0
25.8
25.7
25.2
24.6
24.5
24.5
23.9
23.1
23.1
22.6
22.4
19.1
18.9
18.1
17.0

Position
F U L A M
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
3
5
6
4
5
6
7
8
9
7
8
9
10 1
11 2
12
13
2
14
3
15

Overall
Number
Position
1
44
2
36
3
135
4
76
5
73
6
54
7
2
8
14
9
69
10
25
11
33
11
84
13
78
14
40
15
63
16
67
17
98
18
121
19
83
20
22
21
52
22
21
DNS
0
DNS
87
Name
Vehicle

Manchester - Big Race

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
2
2
10
4
5
6
7
11
8
9
10
11
-

56
54
53
50
48
48
42
42
42
56
56
56
41
55
53
49
48
35
46
42
35
32
-

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
21
21
21
15
21
21
21
21
15
21
21
21
21
-

24
29
43
45
50
50
24
41
41
11
39
39
59
33
33
39
31
59
37
42
42
46
-

54.5
52.3
50.6
47.6
45.5
45.5
40.9
40.2
40.2
39.6
38.8
38.8
38.5
38.3
36.9
34.0
33.5
32.8
31.9
29.0
24.2
22.1
-

33.9
32.5
31.4
29.6
28.3
28.3
25.4
25.0
25.0
24.6
24.1
24.1
23.9
23.8
22.9
21.1
20.8
20.4
19.8
18.0
15.0
13.7
-

8

7

6

5

13
14

12 2

7
8
9
10 1
11

6

1
2
3
4
5

2

1

Position
Class Race Pos Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH
F U L A M
1
2
3
4

gNick Green
A Wooden Fish On Wheels
F
Ian Chattington
Gromit’s Sidecar
F
Paul Davies
Faired Bike
F
Nigel Leaper
Trilow Faired
F
Tim Elsdale
Prone
U
Dave Richards
Kestrel
U
Bob Knight
Speedy
U/M
Pete Cox
Lune II
U
Sam Knight
UCI Bike
U
Tim Hayes
Ross Low
F
Mike Weaver
Mikew 2
U
Clive Sleath
3 Seasons
F
Neil Jones
Low Black Bike
U
Iain James
Project X
U
Marcus Hunt
Hurricane
U
Jill Jones
QE3:The Return
U/L
Ian Willett
Ironing Board
U
Nigel Sleigh
Leaper NotSo
F
Susan Laughton
Tchaikovski
U/L
Paul London
Falcon
F
Robin Hayes
Mean’n’Green
U
Nigel Sleigh
Wobbly Goblin
U/M
Chris Cox
Faired Windcheetah
F
Mark Hunter
UMIST I
U/M

2
2

1

18

22

1

2 18

10
8
7
6 22
4

12

22
18
16
14
2

Points
F U L A M
22
18
16
14

12

10

8

6

1

Combined results computed (by gNick) from average speeds, as the fast race was stopped after fifteen minutes while the slow race ran the full 20.
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So, plan B : sweet-talk better half into
letting me borrow her car. Now, 215
miles sitting in a tin box just to get there
may seem like a trip to the shops for
the Donaldsons, but venturing
anywhere north of the Thames never
comes easy to us Southerners.
We eventually arrived at the Northern
dome after some pretty dodgy map
reading by the Willett man, we would
have driven past the place for a
second time if it weren’t for spotting
the Hayesmobile turning left just in
front.
The national track is a marvellous
place
until
you
see
the
Nigel Sleigh’s Wobbly Goblin
track.....’Eeeek......I’m not going out
there without me crampons’. Steep
or wot? I swear it overhangs in places. Strike of 13 o’clock and HPVers huddle around for a pep talk by
a worried-looking track bloke. You could almost see him thinking ‘what are these idiots doing here, they
haven’t even got proper bikes’. He warned us all about the perils of track racing including the top tip of
riding the banking.....’go in fast, keep the power on and don’t drop below the bottom line’.
So, on we all streamed with the military precision for which the BHPC is famed. At least most people set
off in the same direction, a few taking maps and only one person having to stop for directions on the
second bend.
As I said, I have been out of racing for nearly a year, which also means I haven’t ridden my race bike for
a similar period of time. I’ve been riding the Kingcycle since February but ProjectX is a much more flighty
minx. I set off with a purposeful wobble, stop, wobble, entering the first bend at no more then a slow
jogging pace. My mind said ‘ahhhhhhh, my tyres will never grip at this angle and I’m going to fall off’ so
they didn’t and I did. Thud. Back on, wobble, wobble (no stop this time) pedal like mad, enter second
bend at a decent lick this time and I didn’t come off, blooming scary though.
I began to get the hang of it then and
couldn’t stop smiling at the madness
of it all, especially when the fully faired
chaps come past above your head like
they are flying. The technique was to
actually steer the wrong way round the
bend (uphill as it were) and just stare
at the blue line. Easy peasy really.
Sort of. Ish.
First up, 1km (4 lap) pursuits. gNick
sent me to the far side of the track to
set off one half of the field, Robin
Hayes taking charge of the technical
job of running the lap counter / final
lap bell thingy. Good job too really as
I managed to muck up a few that I did,
time 5 laps not 4, not timing at all, etc.
Apologies to those concerned. My go
at the pursuit itself went pretty much
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to the ‘wobble, wobble, get going eventually’ plan as
before, the extremely slow first lap earning me a place
in the slow 20min + 3 lap race.
Late lunch of a can of pop and a Mars bar (canteen
was closed) and we’re ready to go. First couple or
three laps and I’m a bunch of three at the front
(interesting fact file, EEC minimum number for a bunch
is 5), yer man Paul London stopping on the first lap
just in front of me for a close inspection of the track
surface.
At the half way point and we’re lapping almost
everyone, the unfaired multitrack boys really struggling
with the track angle.....and I’m singing a happy song.
This is the life, I’m doing quite well here considering,
pride coming before a.....argggg.
So there I was thinking ‘I’ll take these two blokes on
the next bend’, I’ve seen it on the telly: swing up into
the bend then zoom down to glory. So up I went flat
out, wibble, wobble, slide, splat. I didn’t manage to
take anyone else out though, just a large amount of
skin from my elbow and bum cheek. No mechanical
damage, so I got back on and back on the track only
one and a half laps down on the not quite an EEC
bunch bunch.

Nigel Leaper’s TriLow
Elegant...

Pedal like mad, heart rate monitor showing theoretical max of 185 until I caught and overtook them again.
I didn’t have the speed in me to drop them, so I had to put up with finishing at the front a lap down. Good
fun though.
Fast boys race was a rolling start of two laps which was lowered to one lap when the man from the track
said we were going to run out of time unless we pulled our fingers out. So off they went, see elsewhere
for results but gNick went like a man possessed, Ian Chattington getting used to his new bike doing well,
Dave Richards surprising a few on his
unfaired machine, soon to be replaced
by a bike in a box (hopefully for us
also-ran unfaired riders). Wonderful
sight seeing them all at speed high up
on the banking side by side. Hope
someone got some piccies, I left my
camera safely in the car.

Twins! Ian Chattington (left) in “Gromit’s Sidecar”, and Paul
Davies in “Faired Bike” (wot a dull name...)
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At about the halfway mark, the man
from the track started to indicate that
we hadn’t got our fingers out quite
quick enough, and we only had about
five minutes before the lights went out.
Eeek.....I moved the hands on the
precision BHPC atomic timepiece to
about 18 minutes past, making the
eventual overall positions a challenge
to the scoremeister gNick. Ding-a-ling
3, 2, 1, it’s all over.

Lots of goodbyes, see you at Eastway sort of stuff, 215 more miles in the tin box, this time with the added
pleasure of sitting on a large worn away patch on my left bum cheek. Ho hum, at least I had wife to be
Nurse Brown to put a magic plaster on it when I got home, after a steaming cup of rosie lee in an equally
steaming bath. It’s a hell of a life you know…

Builders’ Corner
Possibly as a result of stumbling over the tandem section of your Editor’s web Thing, Chris Burkhardt
kindly sent me an account of the design and construction of “Paulownia”.

Paulownia - a Compact Tandem:
Prototype of the Barcroft Columbia
I created the Paulownia out of desire for a tandem bicycle. I have been a recumbent rider for a number
of years. Unfortunately, our tandem budget was meagre, placing recumbent tandems out of our range.
We rode several upright tandems, new and used. While fun for short rides, we found them uncomfortable, even painful for longer rides. The uprights also proved too large to transport easily. After a fruitless
search, I decided to build.
The first question was what to build. I knew I wanted something very compact, fast and manoeuvrable.
I vaguely remembered seeing a tandem in Bicycle Quarterly where the captain sat over the front wheel
and the rear admiral sat over the rear wheel. It was tiny. This memory became my inspiration.
The second question was that of geometry. I had absolutely no idea, but
being a software engineer by trade, I
knew enough to ask experts. Bill Cook
(Barcroft Cycles) was kind enough to
help. He guided me on things like
head angle and heel clearance. Bill
became my mentor, very important for
a beginner.
After much drawing and redrawing, I
ended up with a tandem on paper only
6’6” long from rear wheel to front chain
ring with a wheelbase of 48” - one inch
longer than the Barcroft singles. I decided to use 2” diameter 4130 tubing
in .035 thickness for the main tubes
because that’s what Bill uses and his
bikes don’t flex where they’re not supposed to. 20” wheels were a given in
this project since tyre selection is very
good and I could sit over the wheels
and place my feet on the ground.
Basically I built the main frame on a
flat board with the bottom bracket
shells bolted in place. The remaining
tubes were shimmed to their proper
height and clamped to the board. I
brazed the exposed parts of the joints
then flipped the whole thing over and
finished the brazing. I lost courage
when it came to constructing the rear
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triangle. For this I took the frame to Outback Cycles in Rockville, Maryland. To our surprise,
Paulownia fit in a standard frame building jig used
for mountain bikes.
After assembling Paulownia, the fun began with the
test ride. Sorry to say, it was uneventful. The first
ride was by myself, just a short ride to get the feel
of the bike. It felt like a single, not like the tandems
we test rode. The next ride was with my wife. I
was surprised, the ride felt no different, it was still
like riding a single.
Throughout the summer, we let others ride, from
complete novices who hadn’t even ridden any bike
in years to experienced recumbent tandem teams.
After an initial wobble or two, the novices were riding confidently. The experienced teams really liked
the manoeuvrability and climbing ability. One
friend’s wife who stokes their S&B tandem said,
“my butt wants to kiss you.” That’s a statement that’s hard to respond to.
The success of this project came to me when Bill Cook asked to add the Paulownia to the Barcroft Cycles
line. The Barcrofts are enthusiasts’ bikes with high performance. Having our tandem added to the line
for me was a great compliment.
After a session of measurements and discussions, Bill built a prototype. This bike was extended 6" to
allow for larger stokers than my wife. I was able to ride in back. The true test of the prototype came when
we put a strong 450 pound team on the bike. Unfortunately, we found flex at the rear of the bike. The flex
was simply corrected by adding a lateral tube at the rear of the bike. Now when pedalled hard, the bike
can be ridden no hands and turned in an 11’ circle.
I learned a lot from this experience. Given patience and the right mentors, I believe anyone can create a
successful bike. The key is always listen to those with experience. Paulownia is now available commercially from Barcroft Cycles as the tandem Columbia [Chris and Bill Cook would like to point out that the
Barcroft Columbia, which is still in the prototype stage at present, is a little different from Paulownia - a bit
longer for a start. See http://www.barcroftcycles.com/bikes.html#columbia – Ed.].
Project X And The Psychology Of String
First of all, thanks to Jonathan Woolrich for awarding me and Ian Willett the Homebuilders trophy at this
year’s AGM. I thought I ought to write a bit about how my bike came to be, to try and justify this prestigious honour....
Last winter (’97/98) I decided, after a few years of campaigning my Kingcycle, that it was time to build a
race bike for the ’98 season. It was clear to me watching Ian Chattington, Dave Richards et al disappear
into the distance at too many races that a lowrider was the way to go, so I set about a large stack of scrap
paper with my best designing crayons to create something vaguely competitive, if not, at least ridable.
The first basic rule I adopted was to use as many standard bike parts as possible, mainly because I am
lazy, but also because standard bits tend to be a bit more reliable than my home built novel designs.
There is nothing more frustrating, and embarrassing, than a smart idea that goes twang on the start line
of the first race.
The second rule was to make the frame as strong and stiff as possible. My fighting weight is about 100kg
and I’m 1.95m tall so everything has to be BIG. Some of the other low racers I have seen seem to be a



bit floppy around the steering head leading to vague handling under hard pedalling. I put this down to
using a single bent tube for the front boom through to the mainframe. My design uses straight 1 3/4 inch
Cro-Mo for the main boom and bottom tube, cross braced (hence Project X) with 1-3/4 inch box through
which the steering head tube runs. This gives virtually no flex at the fork crown but is probably well over
engineered for lightweight freaks.
As we all know, a proper
low rider has little wheels
so in this first version of
Project X, I used 20 inch
(406mm) wheels shod
with Conti Grand Prix
tyres. Drive was through
the back wheel but as I
didn’t want a large front
chainwheel (expensive,
non-adjustable and
prone to bending under
start line levels of torque)
Project X in small-wheel form, at Castle Combe
I put in an intermediate
drive to step up the ratios from the front to the back. This was made from a standard cassette freehub body, softened and
machined out on the inside to take 2 cartridge bearings. I know of people that have used the standard
bearings that come with the body, but they are designed to work in no load conditions, so I didn’t think
they would last too long under proper pedalling loads. I brazed a boss to the frame just below the front of
the seat to take the body. This then allowed the use of a standard cassette with the front chain around the
13T sprocket and the rear chain being set on any of the other sprockets to suit the track / weather / rider
conditions.
The rear triangle was made from Columbus Nivacrom tandem stays connected to a tandem rear casting.
Once again, probably over engineered but dead stiff. The seat was purchased from Peter Ross (cos it
was easier) and fitted at the same pitch as my trusty and well ridden Kingcycle. It was not adjustable but,
on riding, seemed to be comfortable where it was. Bit of luck really as there was no room to move it
anyway. The steering was a tiller type with V shaped ‘handlebars’, mainly so I could get my legs either
side of it without having my elbows sticking out too far into the wind. V brakes, grip shift, 31/2 chains,
rear mech. from a box in the shed and we’re ready to go.
The first outing was Hayes on a Sunday blessed with excess wet and windiness. Pedalling away from
the start area showed the thing to be very twitchy. I’d read Mike Burrows’ stuff on riding low bikes but this
was ridiculous. Still I was there so I’d give the racing a go. The bike was faster than the Kingcycle,
noticeably so. I was even able to keep up with Ian Chattington for the first few laps. Then it all went
horribly fresh-fruit-shaped. On the first bend before the fast sweeping right, a stampede of snails was
taking place across the track. This invasion of malicious molluscs attracted too much of my attention,
causing Project X to veer violently to the left. Now, this would have been OK were it not for a small
peloton of slightly slower bikes lurking at the edge. I ploughed through the pace line managing to take out
only one person, the guy that gave me a lift to the race, Ian Willett.
Being smaller than me and unable to retaliate due to recumbent entanglement, I left him in a heap at the
side of the track and set off in hot pursuit of Ian C again. But the damage was done. A big hole in my
elbow and a big hole in my confidence in the handling of the flighty Project X, led to me only seeing Dave
Richards and Ian Chattington as distant receding objects.
That night I consulted the Bicycling Science chapter on stability. Now, I know that there are lots of
theories on recumbent steering geometry being important / not important, but this bike was lethal. I
needed some help and quick. Working out the numbers showed that I needed more rake on the forks;
about 2 inches more. Down to the shed and the forks were cold set (read - bent) to the new position.



Next outing was Cyclefest ’98 in Lancaster. Much better. I could even take one hand off the steering if I
was careful. This time though, I was taking no chances and wore roller skaters elbow protectors to boost
my confidence.
The race itself was a short mass weird bike ride away from the event campsite, on the Salt Ayre track.
Smiles all round, even from some of those in tin boxes. With Dave Richards not there, second place
behind Ian C. was on the cards. I set off like a rabbit down a ferret hole, only to be laid low by a puncture
about halfway through the race....arrggg.
Castle Combe, 3rd again but a good tussle with that nice prone bloke, Tim Elsdale and a few others all
the way round. This was the last outing for Project X for ’98: I went to the AGM but as I had to ride across
town from Paddington station, I took the Kingcycle, the Euston Road not being the place to be on a bike
with a seat height of just 8 inches.
The winter of ’98/99 saw more fiddling in the shed. After chasing Ian Willett’s faired bike around, I wanted
to build a bike that could be made fully faired but was still competitive unfaired until I got around to
constructing some bodywork. The existing bike was far too low to consider building a fairing around, but
I didn’t want to scrap Project X after all that work last year. One obvious way of getting more ground
clearance was to put bigger wheels in the current frame.
Easier said than done. The rear triangle had to be re-made, along with the front forks. Being a glutton for
punishment, I also decided to convert the bike to front wheel drive to save all that chain run. I modified
the existing intermediate drive and remounted it next to the steering head tube, leaving just enough room
to get my knees past.

Detail of the front-drive system
The chain was run either side of the fork blade as I thought this might minimise any ‘torque steer’ effect
induced by the pedalling forces. Now, I know the Wasp and other FWD bikes pass the chain in front of
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the fork blade out and back but I
couldn’t see why. My way, I reckoned
that most of the forces would be
passed closer to the fork leg axis, reducing the stress on the dropouts,
forks etc.
I then scoured the adds in the back of
the bikie magazines and managed to
get a used 700c Hed disc for the back
and a 650c 4 spoke carbon Corima
for the front at a reasonable price.
Flashy, I know, but it’s only money after all. These were fitted with Veloflex
Record tyres for added flashness.

The Big Fella and his Creation...

The first outing on the new bike was down at the Reading track. Great fun. Lots of strange looks from the
snooty up-wrongs. I seemed to have the steering geometry right this time and the bike was noticeably
more stable, or was it just the bigger wheels? The effect of pedalling on the steering was very low, it being
difficult to tell whether the pull was due to ‘torque steer’ or the weight transfer of my moving legs.
First race outing proper was the annual April visit to Eastway. 4th this
time, but with no Dave R. and Ian C.
riding faired, I couldn’t compare the
results to last time, except that that
prone bloke, Tim Elsdale, seemed a
lot quicker than I remembered. Still
the bike felt faster and I did 3 more
laps than I managed on the Kingcycle
the year before.
What looked like being a good years
racing was then stopped in its tracks
by me getting laid low by a nasty illness. No bike riding and lots of visits
to hospital left me with 25% weight
loss and the skinniest legs you have
ever seen. Ho-hum, hopefully things
are on the mend now and, with a winter’s worth of training, next year will
see me doing justice to Project X.

First outing of 2000. Photo: Nigel Sleigh

GTO - The Editorial Fairing Project – Part The Last
At the end of part 5, I actually had a running, fully-faired bike. Since which time there have been a
number of tweaks, changes, modifications and bad language, not to mention considerable time spent
running unfaired. Now read on.
After the Milton Keynes race in May, I continued to run the bike fully-faired both on the road and in races.
The next race outing was Darley Moor, in June, where the machine performed OK, but was no match on
the long straights for the combination of Nigel Sleigh and the Plastic Maggot, chiz. For the Saturday of
the Oxfordshire touring weekend I removed the lid, as the weather was fine and sunny, but replaced it for
the following day’s rain, and left it on thereafter. As detailed elsewhere, I couldn’t race at all at Hayes, and
after that the bike was removed from the fairing in order to paint the latter.
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Above: On the grid at Darley Moor
Left: A view during painting
Many cans of Mr. Halfords’ finest spray
paint later, the shell was now resplendent in red – a combination of Fiat Bright
Red and Fiat Orange Red (Halfords
don’t do Ferrari Rosso Corsa and Fiat
Racing Red is special order only) –
while the go-faster stripe running from
nose to tail is Ford Olympic Blue. Tina
added the details by hand - the fake
air vents, the spoof number plate and
the Prancing Pig logo, but due to holidays and a general run of fine weather
it wasn’t until late September that the
bike finally made its way back inside,
just in time for the horribly windy Castle Combe race. The weather made it
difficult to compare speeds with previous years – it was certainly faster on
the downwind leg but it was a distinct
struggle holding the machine upright
around the remainder of the course.
At the AGM race at Eastway a fortnight later, it was about 4 km/h faster
than it had been in April, in spite of
some hairy wind conditions in the latter part of the race.
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And then autumn followed, and the
machine has returned to its full-time
commuting job. I am pleased to report that the lights work well, though
not apparently well enough to prevent
imbecile cyclists from shooting out of
Windmill Street into:
1. Tottenham Court Road, and
2. The path of a heavy HPV travelling at 35 km/h
Modifications Since The Last Instalment – In No Particular Order
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

1.
2.
Ø

The Nexave rear mech. finally
drove me to distraction, failing to
shift properly in either direction.
It probably works fine when combined with a Shimano cluster and
shifters, but at present it sits in a
bag of bike bits in the conservatory while the bike runs one of
the new-ish Sachs/SRAM DiRT
models.
A little hinged ventilation flap has
been installed in the roof, with a
combination of Velcro and string
to hold it open or closed. One
morning a cyclist alongside at the
lights was puzzled at Larrington
wiggling around inside. “What
yer doing?” he asked. “Opening
“I am smoking a fag” - The Editor
the sun roof” I replied. This, for
prepares for an hour at Castle Combe
some reason, left him convulsed
and unable to move when the lights changed J
A couple of bottle cages have been installed either side of the seat. Holes were hacked in the
appropriate place on the bulkhead between “living” and “luggage” accommodation, and Bighead
fasteners glued to the bulkhead on the “luggage” side. The bottle cage on the steering riser usually
holds the bottle for an Air Zound horn. Unfortunately this latter has to be mounted on the handlebars, and when let off tends to deafen the rider. Experiments may have to be made with camera
remote release cables to allow it to go somewhere up the sharp end.
A certain amount of the paint has been lost, mainly due to attacks by the shed’s door jamb, but also
by a prat in a Renault who didn’t consider the impact which followed his making an unsignalled
move into:
A bus lane, and
The path of a heavy HPV travelling at 35 km/h
to be anything other than my fault.
The rearmost mountings proved unable to stand up to the daily diet of hammer blows dealt to them
by the roads round these parts. One of the angle brackets broke, and was replaced with a robustlooking Cat-Eye light bracket I found in a tin in the shed. Which then broke, so was replaced with a
shelf bracket. The L-shaped bracket required to clear the rear derailleur also broke, repeatedly, and
so was replaced with a huge lump of steel cut from a surplus-to-requirements component of the
trailer’s jockey wheel assembly.
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Ø
Ø

Spray tends to lurk around the leg area rather than dispersing in an orderly manner, so a front
mudguard has been installed to try to compel it to go elsewhere. Naturally it hasn’t rained since this
was fitted.
A new mounting for the computers has been made. This is a pair of aluminium tubes, mitred at one
end and with slots cut on opposite sides, attached one each side of the handlebar stem with a hose
clamp. This renders the instruments readable, at least in daylight, but keeps
close enough to
Milesthem
Kingsbury
the centreline not to interfere with my knees.

Modifications Still Needed
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø

Gaffer tape and superglue don’t stick very well to the painted surface, which means that the windows and anti-laceration trim keep coming unstuck. Sanding off the paint in the affected areas and
resticking should fix that.
The lid still makes contact with my knees from time to time, I think due to its sides being inadequately stiff. I have some plastic strips somewhere, which ought to stiffen it up when riveted to the
lid. This might also improve the behaviour of the air flow through the vent at the base of the windscreen.
I still haven’t worked out a good method of operating the “bomb doors”, but I’m not sure I’ll bother, as
I don’t think they’re a particularly brilliant idea in heavy traffic. At the races, gaffer tape will suffice.
The Corriboard locating tongues around the joint ‘twixt lid and main fairing need to be replaced with
a broader strip running all the way round, as rain tends to find its way through the gaps in an
annoying, and damp, kind of way. Similarly, water can sneak in at the bottom of the windscreen, and
also through the side “arm-holes”. Some Velcro-attached nylon side-screens would probably minimise the latter, but might give problems with hand signals. Not sure I’ll bother…
The unsupported bottom edge of the windscreen tends to bow inwards at speed. This helps keep
my knees cool, but I’d prefer the airflow to make for my face…
I’m still trying to find those little LED lights you can mount on the handlebars to illuminate computers
at night – if all else fails there’s the Photon Microlight, a coin-sized LED torch, which American HPV
list contributor Kent Peterson used for computer lighting in his 1999 Audax series, including ParisBrest-Paris. Not cheap though.
It has a tremendous appetite for brake blocks, especially in the wet. Time to buy shares in Gustav
Magenwirth A.G…
The headlight switch is a bit of a stretch L

What’s It Like To Ride Then, Mister?
If I had to choose one word, I’m afraid it would be “disappointing”. If the rules of the game permit a wider
lexicon, add “hot”, “noisy”, “heavy”, “unwieldy” and “slow”.
About the heat, I’m not sure much can be done, nor the noise or the weight (I haven’t dared weigh it). The
unwieldiness is partly due to lack of experience – I am getting better at going through narrow gaps – and
the speed, around town at least, will improve as a result of this. But my best time into work is still six
minutes slower fully-faired than I managed on a completely unfaired bike in July, albeit on less crowded
roads. Sadly the GTO was off sick in a state of brakelessness during October’s lightly-trafficked half-term
week. And having seventy-odd sets of traffic lights each way doesn’t help, as the machine’s not inconsiderable mass has to be accelerated up to cruising speed with some frequency.
Surprisingly for a machine with such a vast side area, wind hasn’t really been a problem. Back in the
early days, the impact of a sudden gust bouncing off a building would have the machine aiming itself
determinedly for the kerb with a surge of acceleration I can’t duplicate by pedal power alone, but after a
bit of experience, I’m regularly out in wind conditions which not so long ago would have seen faired bikes
left in the van at races. I do try to avoid the area around Euston Tower if it’s a bit breezy, though.
Seeing out at night, or in the rain, is not that bad either, though the combination of night and rain is not
very pleasant. Especially if, like the last time, the machine has also run out of brakes and the traffic is
solid all the way home. Just remember, in the wet, to try to focus your gaze on the scenery ahead and not
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the water on the windscreen. The lights are
pretty useful, with the
50W full-beam doing a
good job of dissuading
idiot car drivers from pulling into Higham Hill Road
without due care, attention or use of the little
grey cells.

Mrs. Larrington shows off her Prancing Pig

On the good side, motorists usually give you
even more space than
they do a normal recumbent, while motorcyclists
are universally appreciative. Other cyclists aren’t
sure what it is, so tend to
ignore it. And the pose
value is wonderful. But
overall, it’s not really
suited to conditions in
rush-hour
London.
Which is a shame.

Would You Do It Again?
Not unless I won the Lottery, so I could pay someone to do it properly - I don’t think I’d fit into one of Paul
Davies’ standard fairings, being rather broader across the shoulders than the designer. If I did try building another fairing (unlikely, given current cash-flow predictions), I rather think I’d follow Nigel Sleigh’s
example and use Corriboard – it’s quicker, cheaper and comes ready-coloured…
Credits
Thanks to the following:
Ø Bighead Bonding Fasteners, who provided useful bits at no cost.
Ø gNick Green and Jonathan Woolrich, who provided much useful advice.
Ø Nick Redgrave, who told me about the “tinfoil technique”.
Ø Nigel Sleigh, Paul Davies & Roy MacDonald, who said encouraging things at various times during
the long gestation period.
Ø Everyone else who said nice things about it when it finally appeared.
Ø Dave & Janet, our neighbours, who didn’t complain about all the polystyrene dust blowing into their
garden.
Ø John McMaster, who lent us his angle grinder, his welding kit and himself for the modifications to the
GTO’s transporter.
Ø And, of course, Tina – for painting, assistance in fetching and carrying and not complaining when
the shed and/or kitchen was full of fairing, the conservatory full of bikes, the whole house full of
polystyrene and the husband hiding in the shed with a pot of Polyfilla and a Surform…
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And what it’s supposed to look like...
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A Little News Of Human-Powered Aircraft...
Uncle, whose inventive brains
kept evolving aeroplanes,
fell from a prodigious height
into our garden, late last night.
Flying is a fatal sport Uncle wrecked the tennis court...
- quoted (probably mis-quoted) from “The Ruthless Rhymes Of Harry Graham”
As stated in the last issue, I had already intended to track down some items about HPA’s, aided and
abetted by Nick Bigg. Interest was further fuelled when Roger “Spokesfest” Lovell very kindly lent us a
video of assorted HPA items, including the “Daedalus” project and a Human-Powered Helicopter, which
is the one of the most astonishing and least useful devices I’ve ever seen J. Anyway, Nick then went and
got a job driving a truck in Austria, so what you see here is the fruits of my scurfing around the web at
lunchtimes…
Firstly, the Kremer Prizes. Yes, there’s still some up for grabs! The Kremer International Marathon
Competition offers £50,000 for the first HPA to fly a marathon distance - 26.4 miles - in an hour or less.
Then there’s the Kremer International Sporting Aircraft Competition, again £50,000, for the first aircraft to
cover a triangular course 500 m on a side, in both directions, in a mean wind speed of 5 m/s (11.2 mph)
or more. In seven minutes total flying time! Closing date for this one is January 1st , 2001, so you’d better
get cracking. Finally there’s the Kremer International Seaplane Competition, £10,000 for the first HPA to
fly two laps of a figure-eight course around a pair of markers 805 m apart, taking off from and landing on
water. Full rules and regulations can be had from http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/
j_d_mcintyre/hpag.htm
So what’s going on in the world of Human-Powered Aircraft these days?

Vélair
The World Championships in Interlaken last summer witnessed a couple of flights by Peer Frank in his
HPA Vélair. Frank was a member of the Rochelt team who won three earlier Kremer Prizes in the early
80’s, and subsequently built his own machine in 1988. The tail-boom mould was borrowed from the
Rochelt aircraft, but the rest was largely down to the intrepid pilot. Vélair first flew in August 1988, with
the modified version seen at Interlaken having her maiden flight in September of the following year. This
machine differs from the earlier one in that it has a different, less stiff, but substantially lighter wing,
bringing the weight of the machine
down to 30.5 kg.
Prior to going to Interlaken, Peer wrote
on
his
web
site
(http://
home.primusnetz.de/pfrank/hpa.htm):
“If I don’t break it during training and
checkflights, if weather is benign, and
if traffic authorities clear my prehistoric
trailer (TÜV), the next public flights are
scheduled for the Human Power Festival in Interlaken Switzerland 14... 22
August 1999. It will be a big suspense
because the last flights were performed a long time ago. The aircraft
and the pilot are 10 years older now
which certainly does not contribute to

Vélair on the runway at Interlaken
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the performance of both. The aircraft got some more dents, not only from a few landings in the potato
fields but also from so many exhibitions, the cover got many ripples, and our cats loved it as a tree
substitute while it was stored in our living room. Fortunately there is extra wide “TESA” (sticky tape) to
quickly fix but clearly at the expense of aesthetics. It really has to be considered as a vintage plane now.
And the pilot is now carrying an extra 10 kg of “reserve fuel” (fat). We will see...
As it turned out, after initial problems
with the wheels and the weather, the
aircraft did make two flights, and with
the height of the venue above sea
level, may well have set an absolute
altitude record. Does anyone know
the altitude of the bits of the Mojave
Desert wherein the Gossamer Condor
made many flights? Or Edwards AFB,
where Daedalus’ forerunner, the
Michelob Light Eagle was extensively
flown?
Vélair above the runway at Interlaken

Raven
The Raven HPA, intended to wrest distance and duration records from
Daedalus, is still undergoing testing in
the Seattle area. The last status report on the web site, http://
www.ihpva.org/Raven/, indicates that
a successful static test of the wing was
carried out in May 1999, since which
time silence. This followed the discovery of some design problems in Spring
1998, which took six months to overcome.

TOMDAC
TOMDAC, the Romanian HPA group,
has a web site at http://
homes.acmecity.com/deepbluesea/
aquatica/394/tomdac.htm, but further
details are lacking. Sorry…

A roosting Raven...
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Skycycle

From http://sunsite.anu.edu.au/community/ozhpv/skycycle/index/
index.htm:
“The Sky Cycle project is run from the
Burnie TAFE College in north Western Tasmania. The first project was
initiated in 1984 when Ron Sushames
and his students built a car and competed in the Shell Mileage Marathon
in Sydney. It has no connection to the
human powered aircraft of the same
name designed by the Austrian Josef
Malliga. Since then the school has
built cars, pedal boats and is currently
engrossed in this latest project, a human powered aircraft.. This craft, described as a ‘push bike’ on wings is a
low cost ultra-light flying machine
which is powered by pedalling.
The main aim of the project, as with
its predecessors is to improve the
learning process for engineering students. Engineering is a demanding
and relatively rigid course of study and
the sky-cycle project introduces and
element of challenge, camaraderie
and fun into learning. When the airWhen things go wrong...
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craft has finally ‘had its days’ it will be
passed on to the Queen Victoria Museum in Launceston for display fully
assembled.
1990 - The first prototype Skycycle
was completed about mid-year. It had
detached ailerons and internal cable
controls for the pilot. Cautious towing
trials began. It crashed whilst being
towed, from about 4 metres altitude,
in October, due to aileron flutter and
the right wing tip tucking under.
1992 - Design changes continued with
the Skycycle , allowing only one test
outing, in early June. A best flight of
about 300 metres was achieved. Sustained flight was still not really possible.
1993 - The Skycycle’s new fuselage
boom and cockpit were made to save
weight and to improve pilot comfort.
The wingspan was increased to 28
metres with the addition of wingtip
extensions. The drive was changed
from direct gear drive to a chain drive
system. All these changes resulted in
a most successful test outing on 1st
June, 1993, when two flights of 800
metres each were made straight after
each other. The flights could have
been longer except that we ran out of
runway!. This was the first evidence
of sustainable flight. Results were so
encouraging that the steps required for
making an official attempt have been
put into action and, depending on suitable conditions, the plan is to go for
an Australian record.”

The slightly beat-up fuselage.
Chain drive to the prop is the vertical
shaft poking through the windscreen

If anything else has happened since
then, the web site isn’t saying so…

Cycling in the sky!
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JIBR
The hotbed of HPA activity must be Japan, thanks to the annual Japan International Birdman Rally.
Doubtless the likes of Chris Tarrant have lampooned this mercilessly on TV, with footage of earnest
Japanese students donning home-made wings and hurling themselves off a ten metre-high platform into
the waters of Lake Biwa, but there are plenty of serious HPA’s in the competition, mainly from universities
and large companies such as Yamaha and Toyota. As far as I can ascertain, you don’t have to build a
new aircraft every year, but since they all end up in the water sooner or later, I would imagine some fairly
major rebuilds are required even if the plane doesn’t break on take-off, which, it would appear, quite a few
do. Nihon University’s Aero Student Group (NASG), has an excellent web site at http://www.nasg.com/
index-e.html, while Tokai University also has one at http://bosei.cc.u-tokai.ac.jp:80/~kalmond/index-e.html
(though I couldn’t get to it last time I tried).
The JIBR has been going since (I think)1977, though the 1997 edition had to be cancelled due to a
typhoon. The 2000 edition will be held on July 28th and 29th, at Hikone City, Shiga Prefecture, southern
Honshu.
1995
- Team Aeroscepcy , from Yamaha set a new record with a flight of 8674 m. Runners-up Toyota
HPA Club, with 6411 m and third-placed NASG (the 1994 winners), with 5449 m, also broke the old
record.

Clockwise from top left: Team Aeroscepcy, Toyota’s very flexible wing,
NASG’s elegant recumbent, Tokyo University’s wing proving too flexible
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1996 - No new records were expected, due to hot and fairly windy conditions, but newcomers Sakai
Windmill Club flew 9751m to victory and a new record. 95 winners Team Aeroscepcy achieved 7973m
and NASG were again third, with 5209m. 95 runners-up Toyota HPA Club imported a pro cyclist as a
pilot, but were substantially down on their previous distance, with 4896m

Above; Top left: NASG’s new upright
Top right: Sakae Windmill Club
Below left: Toyota HPA Club
Below, clockwise from top left: Nakayama-san sets
out across the lake,
NASG return to a recumbent layout, the Kyodai
machine touches down,
the Shibaura entry fails to take off...
The 1997 event was cancelled due to the imminent arrival of a typhoon in the area, but to make up for it,
1998 saw the ultimate goal of all JIBR competitors achieved, when Mr. Nakayama flew Team Aeroscepcy’s
entry a resounding 23.688 km - clear across the lake. I understand he could have gone further if he’d had
enough space... NASG had a new, recumbent HPA, which flew 4751m in spite of problems with the wind,
while Wings Toyohashi managed 2728 m, but '96 winners Osaka Prefecture University (aka Sakae Windmill Club) managed only 1495m with a new aircraft.
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1999 - Team Aeroscepcy gave the event a miss last year, instead the winner was Osaka Prefecture
University, with a flight of 4913 m. NASG were runners-up with 3097 m, after the wind shifted direction to
behind the aircraft. Tokai University's unusual low wing aircraft netted third, with 1268m.

Clockwise from top left: Osaka Prefecture University, Tokai University,
the latest from NASG, Tokyo Institute of Technology heads for the drink...

This Just In...
So You Want To Do What?
In the 'So You Want To Build...' booklet I noticed that on page 41 it talks about weighing bike and rider
thus :
"Next you need to get on some bathroom scales while still wearing all your cycling clothes and carrying
your vehicle to obtain the Total Weight of Vehicle and Rider; for those of you with small bathrooms, you
could also weigh the bits seperately and add them up afterwards"
Now that's all well and good, and I don't know how radical we want to be about this, but ........... how about
carrying the bathroom scales to the bike !!!!!!! .............just a thought.
Phil Edwards

More Web News
I have just heard from John “Webmeister-General” Olson that the BHPC now has its very own domain on
the old ‘net. ‘tis http://www.bhpc.org.uk/ Many thanks to John for doing the necessary to get it set up.
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Filthy Lucre
This is actually fairly old news, but like the idiot I often resemble, I misplaced the original e-mail from Bob
Dixon on the subject. Confirming his bid to become the Bernie Ecclestone of the HPV world (and in spite
of Paul Davies’ pronouncement that Bob is “much too tall, much too young and much too good looking”
to cut it in the role), Advanced Vehicle Designare to sponsor this year’s Multi-Track Championship to the
tune of some pounds-worth of prize money. How much I don’t know, due to the loss of the abovementioned e-mail and the fact that Bob hasn’t replied to my grovelling request for the details to be resent,
but there you go. Now, if someone were to win it with a Trice or a Greenspeed...

Bicycling Books
John Kingsbury recently forwarded me a scad of stuff from Bicycling Books, bearing the important news
that they have moved from London W3 to Hereford. New address, phone number, etc. in the “Suppliers
& Wants” section.

Impractical Vehicles Department
Ben Hurdle sent me this photo. No further comments necessary.

Funny Bicycles In The Movies
This is also not just in, merely hidden under a big
pile of paper...
Ian Bennett writes: “Should anyone see the new
Robin Williams film, “The Bicentennial Man”, one
point of interest could possibly be the San Francisco street scene set in the year 2050ish. There,
cruising across the scene, is a red BikeE recumbent, complete with Zzipper fairing!
So there you are, we “oddballs on weird bikes” are
(according to Hollywood), part of the transport infrastructure of the future! So keep going all you
recumbists (?), we’ll be accepted yet (only 150 years
to go)!
Closer to the present, the recent David Lynch film “The Straight Story”, has a scene in which the principle
character, driving his lawn tractor across a large lump of the American mid-West, is passed by a large
pack of bikes, including at least three recumbents. And in Wim Wenders’ 1993 film “Faraway, So Close”,
an upright cargo trike - two rear wheels, one front, load platform between the rider and the front wheel,
can clearly be seen being ridden (unladen, alas) by one of the principal characters along a canal towpath.

Dunwich Dynamo 8
This year’s all-night bike ride to the seaside in on July 15th. Meet 20:30, London Fields, by Pub-On-ThePark, Martello Street, London E8. For information, send an SAE to DD8, 147 Amherst Street, London E8
2AW, e-mail lsc@clara.net, web: http://www.londonschoolofcycling.co.uk/dunwich.html
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Above: More of the computer-generated Velodynamics
Pictures: Geoff Bird (I think)
Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine:

Full page: £30.00
Half page: £15.00

Approximately 350 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free, and should not be untrustworthy enough to sell their story to the tabloids. We’ll gladly do you as
shiny an advert as we can, bearing in mind that the magazine is assembled with the journalistic equivalent of sticky-backed plastic and empty washing-up liquid bottles; please take out an advert at the above
rates and send the money to the Treasurer. If your address, phone number, prices or products change,
please tell me...
1999 HPV CD-ROM
Crammed full of all manner of Good Things pertaining to the Human-Powered Vehicle in all its many forms. I’d tell you
more if I could remember where I put it… Available for only £10 from:
Richard Loke, 61 Mulberry Close, Cambridge, CB4 2AS
Phone: 01954 261557
e-mail: richard.loke@analysys.co.uk
Advanced Vehicle Design, L&M Business Park, Norman Road, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 4ES
Phone: +44 (0)161 928 5575
Fax: +44 (0)161 928 5585
e-mail: sales@windcheetah.co.uk
WWW: http://www.windcheetah.co.uk/index.htm
Offers the following models (prices exclude VAT):
The Burrows Windcheetah:
The Pickup:

£2,400
£1,400

John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Phone/Fax: 01672 540384
e-mail: jalafford@aol.com
Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time trial, fast tourer,
and power assisted vehicles. Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections. Net-type seat fabric to suit tubular seat
frames. Narrow bottom bracket assemblies. Composite wheels in 650c and 20” sizes, with narrow hubs. Tyre rolling
resistance testing. Aerodynamic drag testing.
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Bicycling Books, 164 Eign Street, Hereford, HR4 0AP
Phone: 01432 340666
Fax: 01432 340665
e-mail: sales@bikebook.demon.co.uk
WWW: http://www.bikebook.demon.co.uk
“Possibly the greatest stock of bicycling books in the entire world” – Grandpa Kingsbury
BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Phone: 0171 405 4639
Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk
WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html
Recumbent-friendly shop in central London. HP Velotechnik Street Machine & Wavey, BikeE, Pashley PDQ, Flevo
Oke-Ja, Trice, Leitra, Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bernds, Airnimal & Moulton APB.
Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559 and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big
sizes. Recumbent luggage, fairings and everything else you can fit on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends.
Get on the mailing list...
Comfort Cycles, Yate, Gloucestershire
Phone: 01454 620377
Recumbents from Rans, Challenge and M5 (Blue Glide & Citymate). Recumbent-specific luggage from Allfa and M5.
Dave Holladay, <Custom=Folder>, PO Box 15174, Glasgow, G4 9LW
Phone / Fax: 0141 332 4733
e-mail: custfold@aol.com
Primo 37-349 tyres:
£14.95 (+ £1.50 p&p)
Dave can now also supply Primo 37-451 tyres and is investigating the sourcing of other items including IBC hydraulic
brakes, small size Salmon mudguards, suspension forks etc.
Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Phone: 01249 782554
Composite products for HPV’s:
Mk. 5 bike shell, in 6 separate mouldings, fits SWB bike
Mk. 4 trike shell, in 5 separate mouldings, fits trike approx. 60 cm track, 100 cm wheelbase
Bike front fairing
Bike rear fairing
Seat
Mudguards (20”, MTB, 700c)
Etc. etc.

from
from
from
from
from
from

£350
£250
£35
£35
£35
£10

Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EE
Phone: 01342 822847
Fax: 01342 826726
e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.prestel.uk
WWW: http://www.there.is/futurecycles
Trice from:
Flevo Oke-Ja:
Windcheetah:
Vision VR40 long and short wheelbase. SWB from:
Front suspension add:
Rear suspension add:
Pashley PDQ from:
Spirit LWB. Frame by Chas. Roberts! From:
Speed Ross:
Fateba Long Bike – Swiss LWB. Available with S&S couplings
Other Vision models, including tandems, available to order. Plus used machines – please get in touch

"

£1650
£450
£2795
£995
£175
£245
£850
£1700
£875
for details.

We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN). RCN is 100% dedicated to promoting
recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders, dealers
and commercial recumbent manufacturers. Annual subscription £25.95 (six issues).
Greenspeed, 69 Mountain Gate Drive, Ferntree Gully, VIC 3156, Australia.
Phone: +61 3 9758 5541
Fax: +61 3 9752 4115
e-mail: info@ greenspeed.com.au
WWW: http://www.greenspeed.com.au
Greenspeed trikes are designed for touring, commuting, racing, or just having fun. They have been well tested on
Outback Australia Tours, are world renowned for their handling qualities, and have been successful in HPV racing.
GB 16/20
Commuter Bike
SWB, 7-speed
A$2,100
GBR 20/26 Touring Bike
SWB, 21-speed, Cro Mo 4130 tubing
A$3,700
GT 16/20
Child’s Trike
7-speed, 10 years - 5' (152 cm)
A$2,200
GT 20/20
Adult Commuter Trike 21-speed
A$3,400
GTR 20/20 Touring Trike
63-speed, Cro Mo 4130 frame tubing
A$4,400
GTS 20/20 Sports Tourer
42-speed , Cro-Mo 4130 frame tubing
A$5,200
GTT 20/20 Tandem Trike
63-speed, Cro Mo 4130 frame tubing
A$7,400
GTH 20/20 Hand Trike
42-speed, Reynolds 531 frame tubing
A$4,400
Coming soon - the new GTO Touring Trike…
Frame kits, plans and parts (e.g. kingpins) available. Write, fax, e-mail, phone or visit for free information package.
Highpath Engineering - Chris Bell / Dave Wrath-Sharman
Phone: 01570 470035
e-mail: chrisbell@argonet.co.uk
Custom milled chainrings - Any size, any shape. Custom freewheels - 5 speed, 6 speed, 6 compact, 7 speed, 8 speed,
8 compact. Freehub sprockets - Any size, alloy or steel. Also CNC machining, frame building and the undertaking of
design work.
Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Notts, NG25 OQU
Phone: 01636 816902
Fax: 01636 816902
e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk
Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime! Also, Site Tours
(on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project- earth sheltered, zero heating, zero CO autonomous housing (as
2
seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Universe!). Full details from Nick Martin at the above
address.
Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth, Cornwall,
TR11 4SN
Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: sales@ice.hpv.co.uk
WWW: http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/
ICE manufacture and supply the new much improved range of TRICE recumbent tricycles including the EXPLORER,
XL and CLASSIC. X2 and EXPEDITION TANDEM versions of the Trice also now being produced.
A comprehensive range of options and accessories is also available direct from ICE.
Kinetics, 15 Rannoch Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 2JS
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552
e-mail: UKKinetics@aol.com
WWW: http://users.aol.com/UKKinetics/
Wavey: nippy SWB, 20" wheels, ASS
Suspension Wavey: as above with Ballistic suspension forks
StreetMachine: excellent full-suspension SWB, USS fast tourer
Culty: front-drive, rear-steer leaning suspended trike
TrailerBent: mounts behind almost any bike. Sachs Super 7 version

"

£600
£650
£1300
£1500
£400

We also import the S&S Torque Couplings which braze into any steel frame to split it in half - now available for 50mm
tubing - £200. We’re also specialising in custom framebuilding, especially the unusual, and have stocks of seamless
50mm cromoly for recumbents, etc. As well as this, we’re also agents for ICE Ltd - making the Trice, Ross, Festina, etc.,
and for Brompton.
MICWIC Ltd, 12 Oaklands Industrial Estate, Braydon, Swindon, Wilts, SN5 0AN
Phone/Fax: 01793 852484
e-mail: micwic@btinternet.com
Designers and Manufacturers of Recumbent Cycles
Norfolk Recumbents, Sunville, The Street, Hindolveston, Norfolk, HR20 5DA
Phone: 01263 861720
Fax: 01263 861162
Kingcycle, Pashley, Radius & Sinner recumbents. Recumbent hire from £25, refundable on purchase. Sale of spares,
24 hour cycle recovery, B&B + evening meal available.
Simon Gershon, Orbit Cycles, Unit 18, City Road Trading Estate, 295 City Road, Sheffield, S2 5HH
Phone: 0114 275 6567
Fax: 0114 270 1016
e-mail: orbit@legend.co.uk
WWW: http://www.orbit-cycles.co.uk
Orbit Crystal recumbent bicycle, Shimano Deore LX components, choice of USS or ASS:
Frameset:
Rear rack add:
Rear mudguard add:

£795
£575
£20
£8

Orbit cycles are available from many dealers nationwide. In addition, you may visit our Sheffield factory on alternate
Saturdays between the start of May and the end of August - please call a few days in advance to confirm that we are
open! We also offer a cycle hire scheme, for approximately £40-50 per week - again, please call for details. All prices
include VAT.
St John Street Cycles, 91-93 St John Street, Bridgwater, Somerset, TA6 5HX
Phone: 01278 441500
Fax: 01278 431107
e-mail: sjscycles@dial.pipex.com
WWW: http://www.sjscycles.com
All manner of bits, including hard-to-find tyres. Full mail-order service, on-line ordering now available from web site.
Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Phone: 01621 0815476
“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”
Robert Turner, 2/32 Pentland Drive, Edinburgh, EH10 6PX
Phone: 0131 445 7497
e-mail: BicycleBob@compuserve.com
Variety of parts available while stocks last. Frame building components & accessories; tubing & rod; wheels, tyres &
accessories; nuts and bolts; bearings & pulleys; etc. etc. Send A5 SAE for current list.
Valley Cycles, Unit 2, Nene Court, The Embankment, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8 1LD
Phone: 01933 271030
e-mail: valley@primex.co.uk
Now importing the BikeE medium wheelbase recumbent bicycle from the USA. From:

"

£650

Rob Hague, Westcountry Recumbents, 23 Hamber Lea, Bishops Lydeard, Taunton, Somerset, TA4 3NJ
Phone: 0870 7401227 (national rate)
Fax available by appointment
e-mail: RobHague@FeetFirst.connectfree.co.uk
WWW: http://www.wr.hpv.co.uk/
Flevobike, Anthrotech, Trice (soon) and Greenspeed machines in Somerset, England.
Tioga Comp Pool tyres available:

£13 + p&p

Small Adz...
Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU
Phone: 01249 782554
Used composite HPV bits:
Carbon racing trike chassis and shell. Very light - complete trike about 35 lbs
Moulds for the above
Glass fibre seat
3 seat moulds

£100
£100
£5
£5 each

I’m open to offers - I need the workshop space!

Michael Allen
Phone: 01243 841177 (best after 6pm)
Homebuilt recumbent trike, as featured in Issue 57. Would suit person approx. 6’ tall. Features Trice
front wheels with hub brakes. £200

Dave Larrington (see page 2 for details...)
Kingcycle fairings: One brand-new slight second nose. Slighly darker than yellow than most. No front
light. £100
Nose and tail - used but completely cleaned up, hence small quantities of filler here and there. Complete
with mountings and lights. Nose £75, tail £140 or £200 the pair.

Recumbent UK

The independent recumbent magazine for commuters, tourists, randonneurs and anyone else who
owns or covets a recumbent. Each issue includes news, technical columns, product tests, completely
unreasonable opinions, a 3 month guide to events, a UK source guide, sales & wants, a dealer guide
and much much more.

Recumbent UK

The Laurels
Church Hill
Olveston BS12 3BZ
+44 (0) 01454 613497
www.btinternet.com/~laidback/recumbentuk
RecumbentUK@btinternet.com
Sales & Wants/Events listings are freeeeee
.
send in your name, telephone number, area/country and the details.
Trial issue : £2.50
1 Year Subscription (4 issues) : £10.00

Next Issue: Issue 7, I think.
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La Gioconda after witnessing Leonardo arriving
for a portrait session on his latest invention

